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									“Gray” by Melissa Ginsburg

					“Gray” by Melissa Ginsburg is our Poem of the Week. 

Melissa Ginsburg is the author of the poetry collections Doll Apollo (winner of the Mississippi Institute of Arts and Letters Poetry Award) and Dear Weather Ghost, the novels The House Uptown and Sunset City, and three poetry chapbooks: Arbor, Double Blind, and Apollo. Her poems have appeared in the New Yorker, Image, Guernica, Kenyon Review, Fence, Southwest Review, and other magazines. Originally from Houston, Texas, Melissa studied poetry at the Iowa Writers’ Workshop. She is Associate Professor of Creative Writing and Literature at the University of Mississippi, and serves as Associate Editor of Tupelo Quarterly. She lives in Oxford, Mississippi.
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Author’s Note

This poem began with contemplation of the particular color, texture, and sheen of something inconsequential, the marker tray on a classroom whiteboard. While I attempted to focus my attention on this surface and describe it as accurately as possible, storms entered the poem, along with objects lost to those storms. The objects brought with them their owners—the women in my family along the Gulf Coast. Their bodies entered, and the rooms they inhabited. This particular gray is the color of water damaged generations, of aging, of grief, of certain spatial qualities of time.
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									“Pharmacy Museum Tour Guide, New Orleans” by Andy Young

					“Pharmacy Museum Tour Guide, New Orleans” by Andy Young is our Poem of the Week.

Andy Young’s second full-length collection, Museum of the Soon to Depart, is forthcoming from Carnegie Mellon University Press. Her work has appeared or will soon in the Michigan Quarterly Review, Pidgeonholes, and Drunken Boat. A graduate of Warren Wilson’s Program for Writers, she teaches at New Orleans Center for Creative Arts. With Khaled Hegazzi, she translates poetry from Arabic, published in Los Angeles Review of Books and the Norton anthology Language for a New Century. 

 

Pharmacy Museum Tour Guide, New Orleans

In the glass cases

you’ll see the scarifier, the phleem, the jar of leeches.

Note the self-trepanation gadgets,

       the lead needles with bent tips,

       pigrib toothbrushes invented by a prisoner.

Those globes of liquid in the window front

were dyed to warn:

       red for epidemic,

       yellow for yellow fever.

Imagine the smells with no sewer system,

       wigs held on with lard. Tar-covered bonfires

       and cannon shots for the miasma,

              the spirits afflicting the city.

              Those red and white stripes

                     on barber poles?

                     Bloody rags. Barbers were the ones

                                   to lance and amputate.

       Eighth-century Baghdad had pharmacies,

       and native people here had herbal cures and ceremonies,

              but the first licensed pharmacy in the U.S. was this one,

              opened in 1816 by Dr. Louis Joseph Dufilho.

Customers sat down at that soda fountain

and had cocaine in their soda—coke—

or maybe a 7-Up:

              Lithium Takes the Ouch Out of Grouch!

              Mercury? For the raging syphilis:

              a night with Venus a lifetime with Mercury—

Don’t miss the tonsil guillotine

       —with its little tonsil bucket!

       which made it nice and quick.

Over here the opium tampons

(ladies always let out a sigh when I get to those),

       Belladonna Plaster, Godrey’s Cordial,

              laudanum and treacle for the baby.

Just like now, people came from far and wide,

some visiting, some, in town,

you know, on business—

              around the corner, where the Omni Hotel is now,

              “slaves” were bought at the biggest auction in the South….

Of course you want to see more!

       Here’s the blister beetle, Cantharis—

              what you might know as Spanish Fly.

              The compounding station, behind the curtain,

              was hidden to increase the mystery of the good doctor,

                                   who they say even learned a thing or two

                                   from the vodou priestesses next door….

Ladies came for potions, too!

       Love Potion Number 9

       Draw Him to Me

       The Essence of Bend Over

and the wealthy had special ways.

They liked their pills coated

       in chocolate or precious metals,

              so they took their strychnine and liver pills

                     again and again, the gold ball tracing

                     each intestinal canyon….

       and white ladies liked being a tinge blue

       a little salve of nux vomica on the diaphragm,

                                   all the rage—

              or they powdered their skin

              with the dust of the morpho butterfly,

       painted veins on their face

                     for that paler, consumptive look.

Those stairs over there?

              Might they have led to experiments

              conducted on enslaved bodies?

       Sit down if you feel faint—some say they hear

       muffled screams through the thick wood…

                                   oh but that’s not the tour

                                          you signed up for—

 

Author’s Note

I am a fan of unusual museums, and this poem is from a collection that explores this fascination. It is also about one of my favorite places in the world, full of oddities, history, and atmosphere. What surprised me about writing this poem is that it is the only one that came to me from someone else’s voice. I don’t just mean that it is a persona poem, of which I have written many; I mean that the voice of the poem springs from a real-live person, Owen Ever (https://owenever.com), an artist who “seek(s) to understand the psycho/social impacts of sickness, the construct of wellness in an unwell world, and the redemptive nature of wonder.” I love their vision and work, but I did not actually know them at all when I wrote this piece. I had been on their tour many years before writing this poem, and the power of their presentation, complicating and illuminating history, remained with me through the years. I reconstructed it, albeit with some exaggeration, along with the many notes I took that day. Through serendipity, I recently connected with them through a friend and shared the poem. The result of that connection further influenced the poem as they helped me work through some questions about the poem’s ending.




									“The Troop Leader” by Brynne Jones

					BLAST, TMR’s online-only prose anthology, features prose too vibrant to be confined between the covers of a print journal. In Brynne Jones’s “The Troop Leader,” the adult chaperone of a girl scout troop goes inexplicably missing during a camping trip, and the scouts are left to fend for themselves. What ensues is a wilderness powerplay reminiscent of William Golding’s Lord of the Flies and HBO’s Yellowjackets. Jones’s short story is a darkly humorous reflection on what it looks and feels like to inherit a futureless world, a world depleted by the generations that have gone before and abandoned their progeny to a chaos instructive in cruelty and cunning—perhaps the only merit badges that matter in the end.

The Troop Leader

Brynne Jones

  

The troop leader has been missing for an hour, and our predicament is clear. We are lost. We should not be out here on this backpacking trip by ourselves. After all, we are not adults. We are not even seniors. We are only cadettes. Which is not to say that we are unequipped. These merit badges, pricked into our regulation-khaki vests, prove our preparedness.

	You will have heard of us because of the cookies, boxes of drizzled coconut Os and minty hard-snap biscuits we peddle on your doorstep. Such industry in young girls, you might say as you take out your wallet, gives me hope for the future. But what you won’t have heard about are the boot camps and battle tactics. The formations we drill to win cookie sales and friendship bracelets. Our fury may be muted by our neon scrunchies and sparkly hairclips, but, trust us, it is always there. 

At first, we try to downplay the troop leader’s absence. A mistake, we call it. A brief setback. But the sun is only the breadth of three fingers above the horizon, and we are still a mile from the mountaintop. We cannot wait for her return. Onward we trudge. Pitching camp, starting fire, signaling smoke: these are the things we’ve spent our middle-school years learning how to do. We even think we know where we’re going—until we reach a clearing, some campsite where we have never been before. 

We gather in a friendship circle, crossing our right arms over our left. A breeze stirs the thirsty leaves on the trees around us as we wait for Aurielle to speak. The first among us to wear a training bra, Aurielle is cool and curvaceous. Short but mouthy. Her cropped hair is a mottled, bottled blonde, and this year she is our alpha. We’ve had other alphas over the years, of course: Edith, Madhuri, Zara. All of them have been decommissioned, all of them forced out by puberty’s shifting chain of command. Soon after her breasts came in, Aurielle claimed the record for most Tagalongs sold. Then, when the troop bridged from juniors to cadettes, Aurielle was the first to cross. As the troop leader draped the sash over her swelling chest, Aurielle had this look. It was the look of a general. Like she truly believed that duty outranked death. A wartime look, you might say, but then, we are always at war. 

	In the circle, Aurielle says, “Listen up, y’all! I know we’re tired, but we’ve got to face facts. Ms. Littlejohn has the compass, the water, the travel binder. Without her—”

	A whiny voice cuts her off. “My mom says the best thing to do when you’re lost is to stay in one place! That’s the only way to be found!”

	Aurielle makes the quiet sign, and Janet, the interrupter, falls silent. Janet’s red hair is pulled back in a dorky French braid, her glasses are thick and goggly, and her pale skin is so translucent it looks larval. Her sick sticky mouth is smeared in lip gloss. Her sleeping bag smells like pee. We all know that she will do whatever it takes, shoulder any humiliation, to get back to her mommy and daddy.

	“Sure. We could stay in one place,” Aurielle says, resisting the urge to bite off Janet’s head. “Or we could try to find a bar of service to call and explain where we are. Whatever we decide, we need to act fast. Before it gets dark. Did anyone actually see where we lost Ms. Littlejohn?” 

	“I saw her sometime after we crossed the river,” says Rachel N. “She told Rachel T she left the marshmallows on the bus. Right, Rachel T?”

	“Right, Rachel N.”

	“Oh, that’s it. She went back for the marshmallows,” says Aurielle, squeezing the hands of the Rachels. One Rachel is tall, the other is muscular. Athletic in different ways, they are Aurielle’s deputies and forever flank her.

	“But she’s been gone for almost two hours. The parking lot isn’t that far.” This comes from Marion, the new girl who moved here last year from Florida, after her parents split up. We make Marion sit on the bus with Janet, even though her shiny, black hair smells like coconut and we all envy her handwriting. How she dots the i in her name with a jagged little heart. 

	“Don’t be dumb,” Aurielle says, pulling a face that shows us the limits of Marion’s intellect. “Obviously, Ms. Littlejohn is at the campsite. We’re the ones in the wrong place. We need to figure out a way to tell her where we are.”

	Magnified by her glasses, Janet’s eyes dart around the murky treetops, scanning the dusk-filled branches. “Are we safe here?” she asks.

	“As safe as anywhere,” says Aurielle, though her tone is a question. Soon it will be dark, and none of us have our Night Owl badge yet. None of us knows what lives in these woods. 

Whispers circuit the clearing. Perhaps the troop leader intended for us to follow her back down the mountain, Thanh tells Ivy. Perhaps she took a wrong turn and she is the one who is lost, says Larissa. Maybe she slipped on a log and smashed her phone. Maybe she slipped on a log and smashed her head. Her appendix ruptured. Her heart exploded. She wandered off-trail and was eaten by a bear. 

	Again, Aurielle makes the quiet sign, and the whispers sputter and fizzle. “Okay,” she says. “Say something really bad happened. Say Ms. Littlejohn hurt herself somewhere in the—” But at that moment the sun sinks below the horizon, and darkness wolfs Aurielle’s confidence in a single gulp.

We cry out for light, fighting to remain calm enough to recall our training. Above us, in the center of the clearing, we thread a guyline through the handle of an oil lantern, suspending it between two trees. The lantern’s metal body is painted a deep, flaking crimson, its glass sconce is chipped like a tooth, and we have been carrying it with us for as long as our foremothers have been coming to this mountain. Every year the sconce is a little more broken—blackened more by flame, beaten further by weather. We call it the torch, because it is a memento from the Great Before. Before smartphone flashlights, before electricity. Before wildfire razed the once-forested peaks all around this campsite. 

The troop leader liked to hold the torch up by the handle, her face shadow-painted and unhinged as she told us tales of what happens to little girls lost in the woods. The woods aren’t really our enemy, though we make them sound like they are. It’s what they contain. Wolves, axe murderers, frat boys. Men with hooks for hands waiting for you to wander off alone, betrayed by your bladder. Without the troop leader, we don’t know where to concentrate our fear. It doesn’t help that some of us have mothers petrified by all the wrong things: taxes, vaccines, the feastings of Hollywood elites. The flat earth’s sharp edge. 

*

Together, we’ve been through a lot. We’ve seen baby teeth wrenched out of mouths by doorknobs, hairs sprouted like cactus needles, titties morphed from buds to bazookas. We’ve felt the sting of snapped bra straps, heard the heckles and high fives of our brothers. We’ve learned how to stilt in heels and where boyhands go when you slow dance. We’ve been catcalled and crotch-taunted by grown men while waiting for the school bus.

	All of this, we’ve survived.

	But the world is melting all around us, and we fear we’ll melt with it before we get our time. Where we live is all drained swimming pools and Astroturf. Some of us have never taken a bath. This summer, it hasn’t rained in weeks, and all around us the woods are brown and crackling.

*

“Before we do anything else, we should send a search party,” Aurielle says, her voice low and conspiratorial even though we hear nothing but wind in the trees. “To see what’s out there. Maybe we’ll even find Ms. Littlejohn.”

	We deem this a good idea. Even if the search party does not find the troop leader, they will be able to survey the area and report back if any nearby campsites are occupied. A call goes out for volunteers. For several minutes, no one moves. Then, Thanh twitches. She rubs her ear against her shoulder, unable to resist an itch. She is smaller than the rest of us, and we look at her all at once, a collective head swiveling on its neck. We wonder how long she can ignore our eyes. How long she can bear the weight of this communal looking. Not long, we think, and we are right. She steps forward, shattering the circle.

	“Fine,” she says, with a sigh.

	We pretend that she doesn’t have to. We tell her that she is a valued member of the troop, that her good turn is appreciated. That we will not soon forget her brave willingness to charge into the sunless unknown.

	“It’s whatever,” she says. “I don’t know how to start a fire.”

	A good point, we concur. Anyone with a Level V Camping Skills badge should stay behind, as their expertise will be required at camp. This criterion divides us neatly into two factions: the older girls and the younger. Aurielle, whose birthday is in October, is especially pleased by this show of pragmatism. The terms are ratified, and the six younger scouts step away from the circle, their earth-toned uniforms and determined faces dissolving into shadow.

	“Keep your ringers on and watch your backs,” Aurielle calls after them, as the remaining eight of us clump together to begin the work of fire-building. “And leave no trace!”

*

You may think of us as an institution, an American way of life. Perhaps we remind you of your own childhood, the scout you once were. Perhaps this is why you relish stories about groups of savvy, entrepreneurial children defeating the odds. Why, when you become parents yourselves, you pride yourselves on our thirteen-hour days of pushing cookies. Our hard sell. You tell us that you see the future in us, though why that is, we cannot understand. 

We do not see our future in you.

The thing is we only have so many predictable seasons left—only a handful of good years until there is no camping. Before you object, we ask you to recall the hottest summer of your youth, the longest drought you faced. How many days of school you missed for bomb cyclones and thundersnow. What the air tasted like before wildfire smoke smothered us in its blanket of everlasting night.

*

An hour goes by, and still the search party has not returned. The tents are up. The lightning bugs are out. The fire crackles and pops like breakfast cereal, making our stomachs riot with emptiness. Our sleeping bags are piled in a great blob next to the fire, our dwindling road-trip snacks stockpiled in the middle. We try to ration, but we make ourselves sick, chasing handfuls of gummy bears and Skittles with shotgunned Pixy Stix. Our molars, already corroded by orange soda from a canteen, are caked in grit. 

	“What do you think happened to them?” asks Rachel T, picking licorice sinews from her braces.

	“Maybe they went to the ranger station,” says Rachel N. Her fingertips are dip-dusted a neon orange that she sucks and smears on her khaki shorts.

	This is fair, we reason. Success may have delayed their return. Perhaps they even found the troop leader. We continue to wait, burritoing ourselves in sleeping bags zipped to the chin. Some of us zip our heads inside too, where the air is stale and sweatdamp. We listen to the forest’s rustle. Blood beats loud in our chests, and the dark hums all around us like a massive cicada. Every minute is the minute of their return, until it too ticks by.

	Finally, Aurielle says, “Maybe they’re lost now, too. A pair of us should go and check.”

	“And then what?” says a voice. We poke our heads out of our sleeping bags.

Marion rises from her crouch by the fire, sharp-eyed and straight-backed. There is danger in her posture. “We send two more and they go missing? You send us out two by two until there’s no one left?”

	“Don’t be a baby,” says Aurielle.

Only then do we see what’s wrong. There is nothing babyish about Marion. She is bolder than the rest of us, her straight hair smooth in its bun. Because she is the new girl, the lowest ranking member of our troop, this upsets the order of things.

“Baby,” Marion scoffs, blowing on the coals. “Please. I have more badges than anyone here.” Her face is defiant, beaked nose held high, as she faces Aurielle. “And I’m telling you, this fire isn’t high enough for the rangers to see our smoke signals. We need it higher—as high as we can get it.”

Still in her sleeping bag, Aurielle wiggleworms to a standing position. “No, it’s too dry and windy to risk it. Besides, the search party will find Ms. Littlejohn soon.”

“What makes you so sure she’s still out there to be found?” Marion asks, crossing her arms. “I heard that, in order to bridge from cadette to senior, Ms. Littlejohn just dumps you in the woods with a compass. You have to find your way back on your own.”

“What? That can’t be right,” says Aurielle, her eyebrows pinched low.

“It isn’t right, but it’s the truth.”

Something caterwauls in the woods. Coyotes. Werewolves. Zombies. We’re all thinking it, but only Janet lets out a whimper. Her face is all scrunched, like she’s broken a rule. “I want to go home,” she says. “I want my mother.”

Shut up, Janet, we say.

	Marion steps towards Aurielle, foregrounding the difference in their heights. The torch looms over them both. In its light, Marion’s irises merge with her pupils—a void we all might fall into.

	“Don’t you get it?” Marion says. “Ms. Littlejohn isn’t coming back.”

	“We’re sticking to the plan,” Aurielle says. She squares her ample chest until Marion backs away.

	“Stick to the plan,” Marion says, walking backwards. “And we die on this mountain.” 

*

For the record, we are not fickle. Our loyalties do not shift quickly or easily. When Marion first foments rebellion, we shun her. We shame her for defying our alpha. When she stokes the fire, we call her “beaky” and “birdbrain.” When she asks for help gathering wood, we pretend that we cannot hear her. That she is invisible. That she is dead. We hoard all the jawbreakers and hide the last stick of cinnamon gum, and finally, when she comes back from peeing in the woods, we hide ourselves.

	“She isn’t missing! She isn’t coming back!” Marion calls out, over and over, as she tends the fire by herself. We huddle behind a fallen fir, careful not to give away our position. On the front line, Aurielle floats her phone’s camera lens above the log like a periscope, recording Marion’s solitary craze. We bite our fists to stifle our giggles.

“What a weirdo,” whispers Rachel T.

	“Seriously,” says Rachel N. “I bet this is the real reason she left her old troop. Who would want to be friends with someone so—?” She twirls a finger around her ear. We snigger. Marion whirls around, searching for the laughter’s source.

	“Think about it,” Marion shouts at the woods. “What does Ms. Littlejohn care? Cookie season is over. We’ve made as much money as we’re ever going to make for her. She’s probably home in bed right now! Do you all really want to die out here, waiting for some selfish adult who isn’t coming back?”

	We don’t answer her, but we don’t laugh either. From the way our eyes avoid each other, it’s clear that some of us are starting to listen. Some of this is starting to make sense.

 “My troop in Florida used to go camping all the time,” Marion continues shouting. “Did you know that, for a camping group this size, you’re supposed to have at least two chaperones? Why are there no adults here when there are supposed to be two?”

“Is that true?” Janet whines at Aurielle.

	Aurielle scoffs. “She’s crazy.”

	Janet tugs Aurielle’s vest. “Why don’t we have two chaperones?”

	“Get off me,” Aurielle snaps, tugging her vest free of Janet’s clutches.

	“Marion, you’re right!” Janet gasps. She staggers out from behind the log, no longer interested in hiding. “My mom wanted to come, and Ms. Littlejohn said no!”

	Locating the voice, Marion turns slowly, her neck twisting like a possessed doll. There is no flinch in her depthless gaze as she considers Janet, the deserter. “You,” she says to Janet. “Why is it always you?”

Sensing danger, Janet shrinks back. “Marion?” she asks, her voice cracking as she searches for any remnant of her bus buddy in this deranged-looking thing.

“God, I’m so sick of you,” Marion says.

Janet can’t help it. Terror is as visible on her face as her glasses. She bites her lip. She peels a hangnail until it bleeds. When her right eyelid twitches like a rabbit, that’s when Marion springs and the hostilities begin.

Janet darts into the forest, relying on the wooded darkness to even things out. She crouches behind bushes and ducks behind trees. She shimmies halfway up the trunk of an ancient oak before she notices Marion climbing up after her. Janet’s quicksilver pulse throbs in her neck. In her panic, she loses her grip. Marion yanks Janet’s braid from behind and drags her by the hair down to the dirt. On the ground, Janet curls into a ball, battening her hatches like a roly poly. It’s no use. Suddenly, she is sprawled on her stomach, as Marion pins her down with one hand and clenches her French braid in the other. 

“You know what you are?” Marion says as she fondles Janet’s braid in her fist. “A scaredy-cat. And do you know what scaredy-cats do? They meow.” Janet squirms as Marion produces her Swiss Army knife from the pocket of her khakis and flicks it open, resting the blade at the base of Janet’s scalp. “Go on, Janet. Meow.”

Aurielle crawls out from behind the log, now more interested in observing this altercation than hiding from Marion. Following our alpha, we emerge from our hiding place. We circle Janet, who cowers on the ground like the sympathizer she is.

Her back pretzeled and arched, Janet looks up at Marion in disbelief. Marion doesn’t blink, and her tone leaves no room for confusion. She is not joking. Her words show themselves for what they are: a command. “I said meow,” Marion says. The blade glints in the firelight as she pushes it to the rust-colored root of Janet’s hair. It is against our code to cut the hair of another girl scout, another sister, but we suppose what tonight proves is that our code only extends so far. And where it stops is on this mountain. 

“Meow, you stupid scaredy-cat,” says Aurielle.

“Finally someone has the guts to say it,” says Rachel T.  

Janet’s face crumples. Her lip quivers and she pulls her knees to her chest. “Why do you always pick on me?” she asks, her grimace baring her bottom teeth.

Do as you’re told, we say. Meow, Janet, meow.

It starts as a high-pitched whine, little more than a gargle in the back of Janet’s throat, gathering dimension and depth as it moves forward into her mouth: “Meeeeeeyowwwww!”

Marion slackens her hold on Janet’s hair. “That’s it! Such a good little kitty,” she says. “Keep meowing!”

There are tears in Janet’s eyes, as she curls and uncurls her spine like a cat stretching on a ledge. When Marion finally releases her, she throws her head back and mewls at the moon winking above the treeline. We laugh and clap. Huzzah, we cry.

But after a while, the spectacle of Janet on all fours, meowing at the top of her lungs and scratching in the dirt, returns Aurielle to herself. “Okay, that’s enough,” she says. “We’ve made our point.” But we don’t react, our attention still captured by Janet’s metamorphosis.

Meow, we chant. Meow, meow.

Janet obeys. She meows again and again. She licks her paws and rubs them over her eyes. She kneads her claws on the log’s satisfying bark. She chases the beam of light shining from Marion’s phone. It’s a game, we know. One that Janet demeans herself to play. We won’t admit it out loud, but a part of us is excited. It excites us that we can barely see our fellow scout in this wretched, meowing creature. That we don’t know what she might do. How far she might go to satisfy the troop.

“Who’s my pretty kitty?” says Marion as she bounces the light around the clearing, sending Janet scurrying this way and that. 

“I said that’s enough!” says Aurielle. She tries to block the beam with her body, but Marion ignores her until Aurielle leers in her face. “Listen to me, you pathetic weirdo!” Aurielle shouts at Marion. Her face is so close to Marion’s that her breath stirs the babyhairs on Marion’s cheeks. It feels like the prelude to a movie kiss, and we all watch, spellbound. 

 “You’re not the boss of me,” says Marion. She stares through Aurielle, resolute and unflappable as a beefeater. No one moves. No one except Janet, who prowls the edge of the clearing, sly and timid.

“You’re worse than Janet,” says Aurielle. The focus back on her, Janet sidles up behind Aurielle, believing herself again under the alpha’s protection. Believing herself saved. Until Marion’s gaze settles Janet in her crosshairs.

“We’ll see about that,” says Marion as she darts around Aurielle to get to Janet.

It ends in tragedy. All it takes is one good flick of Marion’s Swiss army knife to sever years of growth. We gasp as the braid tumbles in the leaves. Shell-shocked, Janet feels below her nape, her hands groping at the now-empty air and exposed skin. Her neck is naked, blotchy, and undignified. Her face is covered in snot. But she is different now. Forever changed. She sinks to the ground, lifts up the amputated braid, and drops it on the campfire. The braid flares, igniting into flame. The coyotes are quiet, and so are we, mesmerized by this burning. 

We try resting our hands on Janet’s shoulder—the regretful, respectful scouts in us briefly restored—but Janet recoils. She is tight-jawed and hard-eyed, her buglike gaze locked on the fire. Watching her braid shrivel into ash, she swears to us that she will never again grow out her hair. 

When the pyre is nothing but smolder, Janet again ascends the oak tree. This time, she does not come down. She does not answer our calls, our pleas for peace. She withdraws from the troop a fallen soldier.

*

This is why we say you expect too much. Under duress, our time here can only be what it is, bloody and imperfect. After all, how can we be more than you who raised us?

*

After Janet’s defeat, Marion’s rank drops lower still, and her malice returns. “This is all your fault,” she spits at Aurielle. She flashes her eyes and bares her teeth, looming at our alpha. 

	“You are such a freak show,” says Aurielle.

Above them, the torch sways in the wind, pivoting like a lighthouse beam, patrolling the campsite. Unlike us, it silently awaits vengeance. We grow louder and louder. Some of us, overcome by lawlessness, light branches on the dying pyre and trail them through the air like sparklers.

	“Seriously. Stop it,” says Aurielle. She glances sidelong at the rest of us—but no one rallies. No one backs her up. Not while Marion circles and leers, flaring her nostrils as she considers angles of attack.

	Aurielle’s hair is too short to pull, so Marion lunges at her bra straps. Marion tugs and pulls and snaps wherever she can, while Aurielle twists and writhes. Aurielle’s shirt rides up, as she tries to shield her midsection from Marion’s snatches. Instead, her bra unclasps, and out tumble two wads of crumpled-up tissue. We gasp as Marion skitters to pick up the trash. Then, she turns and holds it aloft for all of us to see: the lie that changes everything. 

“I knew it!” she shouts at Aurielle, insane with glee. “You stuff! Do you even need a bra?”

Litterbug, litterbug, we chant, the spasm jumping from scout to scout. 

Aurielle collapses on the ground, no longer queen. We join our laughter with Marion’s. We jeer at Aurielle’s flattened chest. Her manipulations and lies.

All at once, Aurielle seizes Marion’s bun from behind. Again, we hear ourselves cheer, slipping into something like psychosis—a violent fantasy that ends in all our deaths. We see the campsite cordoned off by yellow tape, bloody braids and severed pigtails strewn across the clearing. Our troop canonized in hushed tones on the evening news.

“Quiet!” a voice screeches from above. It is Janet. She perches on a treelimb, her head tilted a fraction. She seems to be thinking. Or listening. We are loud, we realize, so loud the whole forest echoes with our uproar. Janet makes the quiet sign. Then, we hear it, too. 

A gentle whirring, like wings. A helicopter hovers over us at an impossible angle, as though leaning against the wind.

We abandon Aurielle on the ground. Following Janet’s eyeline, we peer upward at the torch. The helicopter. The sky beyond it. We are shouting again—for rescue or bloodshed, we don’t really know which—as the helicopter circles overhead. From her perch, Janet unknots and yanks the guyline that dangles the torch. It falls in the dirt with a thunk but does not break. Janet drags the torch up into her oak by its line and knots it around the lamp’s handle. Then, she dangles the torch and begins to swing, her glasses steaming up from the effort. At the top of her arc, she lets go and launches the torch into the highest branches of a neighboring tree. There is a savage shatter of glass.

We wait. We look for flames. We sniff for smoke. We hear a cracking noise, followed by a kind of thrum. Bright orange flames lick through the treetops. 

Minds snarled, bodies swarming, we charge at the forest with our fiery branches and throw everything we have on the flame. The parched leaves go up like kindling and illuminate the dark woods. This summer’s historic drought means that, within minutes, a wildfire is raging and unstoppable.

	This heat is our inheritance. We belong to it, every one of us riled and shrieking.

Marion empties a full canteen of soda on a woolen blanket and throws it on a fiery bush. The sodden blanket puffs out great white loops of smoke that Aurielle and the Rachels fan with their vests. Janet, still perched in her tree, shouts with all the air in her lungs, until smoke fills them and she seizes her chest, coughing terribly.

The rest of us are coughing now, too. There’s another loud crack and someone screams. We are certain the helicopter has fallen out of the sky. Maybe, despite all our badges—our preparations and our bright futures—we just can’t handle the pressures of survival. Through the thickening smoke, we squint, searching for the wreckage. We squint harder, still coughing. Finally, we see them. Silhouettes walking slowly—so slowly, they’re barely moving—their mouths and noses covered, carrying something. The rangers have come for us. Or is it the search party? Perhaps it is the troop leader, walking toward us with a bag of marshmallows cradled to her chest. All around us, the forest is engulfed in flame. Someone shines a flashlight on us, on our tangled, matted hair and our screwed-up faces. On the women we’re becoming.

***

[image: ]Brynne Jones is a writer from east Tennessee. Her work is forthcoming in the Iowa Review and has been named a finalist in 2023 for the Disquiet Prize, the swamp pink Fiction Prize, and New Letters‘s Robert Day Award for Fiction. She lives in Austin, where she recently earned her MFA in Fiction & Screenwriting from the Michener Center for Writers. 
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									“Prayer Meeting” by Michelle Bitting

					“Prayer Meeting” by Michelle Bitting is our Poem of the Week.

Michelle Bitting was short-listed for the 2023 CRAFT Character Sketch Challenge, the 2020 Montreal International Poetry Prize, and a finalist for the 2021 Coniston Prize and 2020 Reed Magazine Edwin Markham Prize. She is the author of six poetry collections, including Nightmares & Miracles (Two Sylvias Press, 2022), winner of the Wilder Prize and recently named one of Kirkus Reviews 2022 Best of Indie. Her chapbook Dummy Ventriloquist is forthcoming in 2024. Bitting is writing a hybrid novel about her great-grandmother, stage and screen actor Beryl Mercer, and is a Senior Lecturer in Creative Writing and Literature at Loyola Marymount University.

 

Prayer Meeting

an ars poetica with a line by Terrance Hayes

 

I wanted to start with the orange light

and end with the lemon tree. The old

Ford was a lemon, and I wanted

the dashboard’s flashing emergency

to dénouement into a poet’s stately

haiku. Ripe fruit resting at the end

of a heavily winnowed branch. Looking

to be plucked or simply contemplated,

depending on if you are here to appreciate

miracles or slice them open, drizzle

honey and suck the dueling notes

of sweet & sour until you’re a fusion

of flavored smoke inside the beekeeper’s

billow. I have been that unafraid and I have

welcomed the inspection of my hives.

How often they make no sense while

admitting a chemical order. The poem

as life as moment propped on a stem

of green nutrients unveiling its sting.

Pieces of puzzle made into keys

for unlocking bones of the inscrutable

self. Or hole in the mirror. Which is reason to

search my glove compartment for

a manual to fix anything. So we can

get somewhere. Pages rifled that connect signs

& sounds with a feeling inside

like a psalm taking flight over the weeping fields

where blackbirds are sleeping. A poem

the bible or muse open to interpretation.

Scripture as invention that comes in handy say

my relatives from the cleave in the middle of

the country. A new view like a miracle they

say can happen. And I can agree

in the same way I know gods might appear

out of nowhere. Even this small flock

of neon green parrots flashing early along

winter skies. Boisterous & flamboyant

as emerald matadors shaking sequined

sleeves across an eternity of air. Or the wet

& trembling jewels of late November rain.

Ecstasy and a man surprising himself naked

& wild leaping from the tub where the gold

of unknowing is more precious than its

mineral value, with the weight of what’s

suppressed in the waiting. After your theatrical

set the audience erupting. How it was then

that the Volta made her dramatic essence known

inside a buzzing cacophony of praise & fluster.

Noise falling away like ready lemons from

a limb. Time stopping as when a haiku breathes

or spreads its momentary feathers. How

your face pivoted my direction inside

the adoring cloud like a bird or knife

in flight looking to land and my warning

lights flushed red. My comportments

opened. Instruction pages laying themselves

bare, holy as apparitions. In the end, it was

the beginning, and the good word was you

out of nowhere turning to ask, Is there somewhere

I’m supposed to be? And me not hesitating

to answer, Where is it you’d like to go?

 

Author’s Note

I was at a literary luncheon in Los Angeles, and after we finished eating, we made a circle. The leaders passed around notebooks with a haiku by Victoria Chang about a lemon tree as a prompt, to get our generative juices flowing. We took some minutes to reflect and scribble our thoughts in response. Someone mentioned the unexpected warning light of her engine that morning. As if on cue, two of us lobbed the old bane about cars and sour fruit. I gave myself the challenge of writing a piece that would begin with worry and end with calm, but with all sorts of epic shit in between. Of course, that’s not exactly what happened. I started the poem, and a few days later, after attending the Southern California Poetry Festival at Beyond Baroque, I was inspired in a new and unexpected way and proceeded to “finish” it.
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									“Vegetable Stories” by Rohini Sunderam

					In Rohini Sunderam’s “Vegetable Stories,” first published in TMR issue 45.3 (Fall 2022), an unconsummated romance buds, flourishes, withers, and endures in dormant form for two people who communicate their feelings for each other through vegetables, stories, and art.

Vegetable Stories

Rohini Sunderam

 

Gurgaon in the 1980s still had an air of innocence. The roads were dusty and potholed. The trees were young, their new leaves touched with gold. Stray dogs, pigs, and cats, the occasional peacock, and families of monkeys lived alongside the ironing man and vegetable sellers, kerbside tailors, the families of retired servicemen, rich and poor and middle class.

She was thirteen years old when she first went to the street vendors to buy vegetables for her mother. With all that thirteen means: borderline woman, still a child, angry chin thrust forward in defiance of age and wisdom and, in her case, suspicion, born from having had a father snatched by unfeeling Fate.

To him, all of fifteen and trying to look older, she was almost a goddess. He squatted on the pavement with his straw mat and balance scale, awaiting his first customer on his first day at the market. She walked straight to his stall to buy vegetables, and he was ensnared. Her almond eyes were ringed with lashes black as pepper; her creamy skin was like tea made with milk, and her lips were almost as pink as the skin on the onions he sold.

“How much?” she asked peremptorily, her defiant chin bobbing upward.

He quoted a reasonable price.

“Too much. Tell me the right, right price,” she demanded, her eyes large and brown as nutmegs.

His heart shrivelled in the hot breath of her scorn. He lowered the price and lost his profit; he had much to learn. All day he was mortified, the bitter-gourd taste of defeat in his throat.

Determined not to lose out again, he listened to the other vegetable and fruit sellers quote their prices and quickly learnt how to play his clientele.

A few days later, he said in mock sorrow, “Things are expensive. But for you, miss, I can make it a few paisa less.” He then offered a marginally lower price, having started with a much higher one. “Besides,” he added, “my vegetables are special.”

“How so?” A tiny ploughshare of worry made her eyebrows furrow just so.

He took a deep breath—he would not let that luminous beauty of her face distract him—and looked askance at her feet.

“They’re from my father’s farm,” he lied. “Specially watered with sugar water. If you brown the onions on a low flame, they impart a special sweetness to the curry. Tell your cook-woman that’s how to use them.”

“We don’t have a cook-woman. My mother cooks.”

“Tell her, then.” He looked up, challenging her presumed superiority.

Her pink onionskin lips compressed, and she raised a single regal eyebrow. But she met his gaze and didn’t look over his head or down at the vegetables spread out on his mat. Brown eyes met brown eyes.

She was startled by his light skin and curly mass of hair, his fine nose and dark eyebrows. From her standing position, she could look down at him as he sat on the pavement. His eyelashes curled, thick and large, with a hint of a brown cinnamon colour. Girls would die to have those, she thought.

She dropped the rupees into his proffered cap, creamy white gone sour in the dust of the place. When he returned it, she collected her change carefully. Her hands were lotus buds deftly scooping up the money, which she tied into one corner of her long scarf. Her shopping bag filled, she rushed home, limping with the weight. She pushed the gate open with her slender foot encased in a rubber flip-flop and ran through as it began its backward swing and clanged shut behind her. A warning knell: “Stay out.”

He watched her every day. An hour or so after shopping, she’d take a cycle rickshaw to school. Her satchel hung heavy on her tiny shoulders, her white salwar was neatly pressed, her purple kurta, the colour of eggplants, reached her knees. Her friends, who shared her rickshaw, chatted like myna birds at dawn. Her face was always buried in a book.

Winter came and went. Summer followed, hot as the salvo from a tandoor furnace in which the naan breads were baked down in the bazaar. Then the monsoon. The scent after the first downpour sent his pulse racing at the thought of her coming for the vegetables in the morning rain. He had in the meantime built a small platform with an awning constructed of discarded clothes knotted together and covered over with a plastic sheet to hold against the rain. Would she be as alluring as a Bollywood star, her clothes clinging and revealing? He was a mere vegetable seller; he could only imagine and keep his thoughts to himself.

She came. Carrying an umbrella. Her clothes were dry. Her flip-flops squelched in the mud. Her eyes danced at the raindrops. But when she reached him and his little stall with his growing selection of choice vegetables, her eyes turned sullen as the clouds, and she asked, “How much?” following it with her usual morning litany, “Too much. Tell me the right, right price.”

The world was perfect.

He learnt, through chatting with the colony’s watchman, that her mother was a widow and took care of her ailing father. The girl was her only child.

Summer, winter flew by like the birds above. Through the searing heat and the bitter cold, he graduated from sitting on the pavement and bought a handcart. He wheeled it to the corner of the street closer to the big houses so his patrons wouldn’t have to walk that far. He also got a better view of her house. Smelt the food cooking in the kitchen beyond. The distinct scent of basmati rice. The mouthwatering smell of onions as they slowly caramelized in ghee. He’d have been a cook if he’d had the opportunity. As a Muslim, he cooked and ate meat, but she seemed to exclusively buy vegetables. Must be Hindu, he thought, as the subtle divide between them grew wider in his mind but not his heart.

Now, his selection of vegetables was enhanced with fruit. Mangoes, when they were in season. Apples from the Shimla hills. Bananas and oranges. Cape gooseberries in the winter and, very occasionally, expensive strawberries. But when she didn’t buy those, he excluded them from his selection. Perhaps their circumstances were strained. He decided he wouldn’t tempt her with what she couldn’t afford.

She was going to college now. Her mother had bought her a scooter. She wore a helmet, and her scarf flew in the wind. Strapped to the pillion were art canvases and brushes, different sizes almost every day.

Her cheeks were pale peaches with a mere hint of a blush on them. Her neck was cream with a cloud of tea, and her breasts he dared not think of as he arranged the mangoes artistically on his handcart that now stood next to a bricked platform. Business had been good. He had purchased the rights for the space from the temple behind him. He’d spun his tales of vegetables and fruit acquired from far and near to all who’d listen. He invented stories about the delivery truck from his father’s farm and the difficulties it faced on its journey. He created myths about the special seeds or cuttings acquired from Kashmir, replanted in the rich Haryana soil that had done so well.

His clients increased, but still he looked only for her in the crowd.

There were mornings when she still came, with her “How much?” and “Tell me the right, right price.”

His stories grew more elaborate. “These mangoes,” he said, the first time he offered them. “My grandfather planted the trees and, like the old Kashmiri farmers, sang ghazals to them. Now they are producing these sweeter than anything in the market. Go try the others if you don’t believe me.”

She still said her usual piece, but now she sometimes added a soft “How are you?”

One day she arrived at the vegetable handcart, and he wasn’t there. Her heart missed a beat. “Who are you?” she demanded of the youth who was manning the cart.

“His cousin,” he replied. “I’m helping him for a month.”

“Where is he?” Her words came out hard and angry.

“Gone to the village,” the cousin replied.

“What happened? Why?”

“To get married.”

She gasped. Her heart shrivelled. He’s only a vegetable seller, she thought. I just like hearing his stories. It had to happen … it had to happen. What am I thinking?

She ordered her vegetables in a dull monotone. The cousin didn’t tell her stories about the okra and how they had to save it from the birds by placing an earthenware pot on a stick with a face painted so black and scary that even she would be afraid. He said nothing about why the peas they sold were especially fresh and sweet, succulent and snappy, and how she should tell her mother that all they needed was a bit of ginger, sautéed with a single onion delicately sliced into the finest rings with nothing more than salt and pepper and then tossed on a high flame, switched off as soon as the bright green reached its maximum. Thereafter they were to be eaten instantly with chapati or, if one was feeling particularly grand, naan and a dollop of thick cream.

The month he was away dragged by, slow as the gur molasses her mother sometimes made.

Her heart and eyes lit up when he returned. “Mubarak!” she greeted him. “I heard you got married.” The words were almost too hard to say, and her chest constricted, but she wanted to see his reaction.

He blushed. “She’s in the village.” His cheeks were beetroots in the glinting sun. His hands were fists drawn so tight he could have crushed walnuts.

A strange melancholy tugged at her heart all day.

“You’re not paying attention, Lata,” her art teacher scolded her.

Her cheeks flamed a dusky pink like the little radishes they used for salad.

It shouldn’t, it doesn’t matter, she thought. I don’t even know his name.

When she returned home, an itch in her fingers wouldn’t leave her until she’d completed a canvas. “It’s just that I’ve known him so long, and time is slipping away for me, too.”

Winter. Summer. Came and went. The clouds swept by. Monsoon rains brought relief from the pulsating heat.

She graduated from college, majoring in fine art.

“How will that help us?” her mother had berated her when she’d shared her decision. “Art is not going to get us more food! Things are expensive.”

She said it again when the girl’s grandfather died. He was gnarled and dry like gingerroot forgotten in the basket. “The funeral expenses are more than I can handle,” she sobbed, clutching her stomach and rocking on her chair.

“We can rent out his room,” Lata suggested.

“Who will marry you, then?” her mother shouted. “People suspect tenants and the girls who share their roofs.”

And so they’d eked out an existence on her father’s pension and her grandfather’s savings, such as they were.

She drew and painted. Canvas was expensive, and not many folk bought art. Her paintings were of fruit and vegetables, flowers and birds. The style was like the old masters: realistic, not impressionistic. The only portraits she’d done were of her grandfather supine in bed in his many moods. They gave one to the doctor who paid house calls.

The others were of her mother, cooking in the kitchen, stark pen and ink. Only the vegetables were in full colour and fine detail. The gentle curve of the eggplant, the saucy firmness of the tomatoes, the erotic fullness of the bananas, voluptuous apples and mangoes that only seemed to take on these attributes in the portraits, especially the portraits she made of the vegetable seller. They were titled, Vegetable Seller, Study One, Study Two, and so on. Even he was in pen and ink, a mere suggestion of his cap and curly hair in one, his piercing eyes in another, the strong sinews of his arm, the tight curl of his eyelashes.

She had an exhibition in Delhi, and almost all the portraits sold. She came home exhilarated. “Maa! The art you hated, it’s bringing us money!” The tears that had danced in her eyes all the way home in the taxi spilled out in pure pleasure and pride.

“You are talented, darling, but it’s not a steady living.” Her mother held her close like no one ever had.

An offer of marriage came through an aunt who was her mother’s cousin. The boy suggested seemed nice, an air force man like her father. Her heart leapt. She could continue to paint. That was all she’d ever wanted to do.

She went to buy vegetables for the marriage feast. It had been some time since she’d been to buy vegetables or indeed even thought of going to the sector market.

When had his cart changed into the store nearby? In her heart, she was sure it was his store. She stood and stared at it. At last she knew his name: “Aftab’s Fresh Vejetables & Froot” the sign declared. She smiled at the spelling.

There he was, sitting cross-legged on the raised dais. He’d filled out and looked even more handsome. He exuded a quiet confidence.

“It’s been a long time.” He leaned forward in greeting and smiled, his eyes crinkled at the corner. Something new. His hair was as thick and curly and wild as ever. He sported a beard and typical Kashmiri cap.

“Well,” she laughed, the combative air that had always been a part of her connection with him finally settled into a truce, “I am getting married.” She declared this and watched his face.

He turned away so she wouldn’t see his pain as he scrambled off his dais. “Mubarak!” He continued looking away from her and forcing his facial muscles to relax, although his heart shrank. He came down to the floor level to greet her. “What do you need? I am expanding the store. We have dry goods as well now. Flour, dal, spices, cooking oil.”

“From your father’s farm?” she teased him.

“That was a long time ago.” He blushed. “There are new stories. The vegetables have journeyed from my village by truck. Through the dust and the night, the lorry driver had a difficult time. He had to avoid a ditch as another oncoming lorry had so many lights on top and around that he was blinded.”

Once again, she was a young girl-woman, listening to vegetable stories.

By the time she’d ordered all that they needed and his little helper had carried the basket loads to her home, his heart twisted inside as the old pain of his love for her spread like a cloud of ink in water.

A few nights later, he heard the drums and the festive sounds of the wedding. He caught a glimpse of the groom on his pale white horse. An air force officer. She would be happy, and that was all that mattered. His fruit and vegetables smelt fecund and overripe. He needed air, went up on the terrace of his building, and tried to see what he could of the wedding, the moon, and the stars. He saw nothing, as a shower of rain poured out through his eyes. “I have no right,” he wept.

The following summer was particularly hot. Illness and disease ran rampant. With the monsoon, there was an outbreak of malaria.

The girl’s mother was alone now. A woman came and cleaned and cooked for her. Somehow, the food smells weren’t quite as alluring as they’d once been. Or, he wondered, had his nose been deadened by the dust and pollution, the black diesel smoke of the auto rickshaws that threatened to spoil the crisp freshness of his fruit and vegetables?

With the dawn of the first day of winter, a wailing greeted him in his room above the store. It was so close. His dream of yellow flowers in mustard fields and her smiling through them at him was shattered. He rushed across to investigate and learnt that the old lady had succumbed to malaria.

The wails from the cleaning woman were peacock-raucous.

He banged at the neighbour’s gate. “The daughter needs to be informed.”

The cleaning woman-cum-cook was incoherent with distress. She sat on the floor, beating it with her hands. “What will become of me? Who will tell the daughter? Where will I go?”

In all these years, it was the first time he’d been inside the house.

The neighbour looked through the old lady’s phone book and found a number. Calls were made. He agreed to meet her at Delhi airport in his small pickup truck.

The funeral was a blur. He was in and out of the house. His son came from the village to look after the store. He helped her with the arrangements but didn’t accompany her to the cremation.

“In the end,” she wept, “you are my only support. I cannot thank you enough.”

“I don’t need thanks. But what about him, couldn’t he come?” The word “husband” was too hard for him to use directly. It would burn his tongue to say it.

“He’s on duty, in the air force. He can’t leave.” Her tears subsided.

“Call me if you need anything.”

A few days later, she came to the store. “I have to sell the house. Do you know anyone who can help me sell it?”

“How much do you want?” he asked. It was the first time that question had come from him. “Tell me the right, right price.” His eyes crinkled.

For all the tears that hung in her eyes, she smiled. “I have a story, if you want to buy. It’s about a girl who loved shopping for vegetables.”

She left, taking all that had belonged to her mother. “There are still some things in the house. You can keep them if you want.”

He moved in a few weeks later and walked slowly through each empty room, breathing in her perfume that still hung in the air. In the smallest bedroom there were some canvases wrapped in plastic. He ripped through the covering, his fingers impatient. There were three paintings. The vegetables were rich and full and sensuous, the colours alive. The sepia tint of the ink in one showed a head full of curly hair. Another in a deep brown ink showed an arm with sinews traced in intense detail. In the third one he met his own eyes. Nut brown, edged with thick, curly lashes that stared back at him, reflecting a life of love that couldn’t be.

He stared at it until the lines blurred.

***
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									“Gone For Always” by James Braun

					“Gone For Always” by James Braun is our Poem of the Week.

James Braun’s work has appeared and is forthcoming in Fiction International, Puerto del Sol, DIAGRAM, Bayou Magazine, filling Station, and elsewhere. James is currently a second-year fiction candidate at the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, where he recently won the John Logan Poetry Prize.

 

Gone for Always

under a straw hat that crimps when knocked

from headrest to steering wheel     our father

hellbent on an anywhere     steers this shitbox

breakneck on doglegs     down switchbacks

headlong through guardrails over cliffsides

our treads pressed in furrows of cornfields

with piled in back     us backseat brothers

along with our father and his all-over drive 

sometimes the woods we drive by are rivers

are buttes of coulees     sometimes black ice

stands in for heat you can touch a fever

rising up from the blacktop     sometimes

we backtrack so we become where we began

sometimes our faces are that of busses full

of schoolchildren who wear hangdog faces

that peer out at these parts of us already gone

our father not long into all this kicks out

the windshield with a bootheel     from then

on we peer out of goggles against mosquitoes

we snap our mouths shut lest we get our teeth

black with bugs     we have to quiet ourselves

as our father drives on with gardening gloves

a scarecrow at the helm     a row of pinestraw

between his canines     he who drives nonstop 

southbound     northbound     a gooseneck lane

with hubcaps loosed by potholes along ditches

a gas gauge low-sitting like a backwater skiff

our ramshackle car     a tumbledown house

topping out at most at eighty-nine     ninety

now without our teardrop trailer since a mile

or two back we lost to a jackknife     no rest

for us     no pitstop     no filling station in sight 

we make of this living the best brothers can

we siphon out of each other a drip of mud

rivers inside us that keep our shitbox alive

we trail out the window a kite     a trotline

cast to the wind for fish     a crab a catfish

my brother with a trowel he starts a garden

on the dash     he plants a row of parsnips

on off days we scrounge our seats for dimes 

an abyss the size of a nickel     and up front

our father nods off     to the sound of distant

thunderheads that signal a car wash coming

his fingers     they stutter     against the wheel

spillover coffee on his cuffs     hairpin lines

across his cheeks     his face a jailed thing

our father a dreamer     our tires catch a curb

only the rumble strips bring him back awake        

his dreaming makes of us     two brothers

uneasy under starlight’s stippling over this

causeway bridge     both of us sweat through

as if our shirts were swatches of cheesecloth

as if we were always underwater     so when

our father busts through the rail into the river

below it is hardly any different     I only tell

my brother at this rate we’ll never get home 

 

Author’s Note

“Gone For Always” arose from a number of my obsessions—with longform narrative poetry, with brothers and fathers, and with the poetics of a child speaker. The child as a vessel of the surreal. How in youth one can look at the moon and still see awe in it, having seen it before for only so many days on Earth. Only a child can find amazement in the terrible—in this case a dangerous cross-country car ride with an errant father—and discover something more-than in the experience, if only in the imagination.

This poem also exists as part of a larger project of mine, that of a book-length poem titled “On Comes the Light.” In each section, I aim to make use of situation and setting to provide movement and imagery. Road trips seemingly work well for this (I’m thinking of Elizabeth Bishop’s poem “The Moose”). The speaker can merely look out the window and say what they see, increasing the tangibility of the poem. When rendered through the eyes of a child engaged in play, the language (hopefully) takes flight. 




									An Interview with Genevieve Abravanel

					Recently, TMR intern Shayla Malone interviewed Genevieve Abravanel about “Wilderness Survival,” which tells the story of a recently widowed mom and her young daughter, who becomes an avid follower of a YouTube survivalist, Joe Wilderness, as a way of coping with the loss of her father. First published in TMR issue 46.3 (Fall 2023), Abravanel’s effervescent story considers the bewildering process of shared healing. You can read it here.

 

Shayla Malone: What inspired you to write “Wilderness Survival”?

Genevieve Abravanel: I would say a combination of factors: one is, obliquely, my childhood; another is seeing my kids grow up with the scripted reality of YouTube, so different from my own childhood watching sitcoms and soap operas. My children don’t watch any television. They only watch YouTube. And these YouTube personalities are significant to them. Maybe not to the extent that Joe Wilderness is to Candy, who reaches out to the Internet in a sort of unconscious reckoning with her own grief, as though it were an oracle.

SM: The narrator in your story realizes how difficult it is to raise her daughter, Candy, after the death of Candy’s father. How have your own relationships with mothers and/or motherhood affected how you write about mothering?

GA: Sometimes I feel everything I write is about motherhood! I am obsessed with writing about motherhood in particular and parents and children in general: fathers and mothers, sons and daughters. I was worried about this until I heard T Kira Madden speak about writerly obsessions as something to accept and even foster. That was helpful for me because, although I do enjoy exploring other topics, I am repeatedly drawn back to this primal relationship and its variations, its complexities, and the deep way that it lives within us.

Becoming a mother was fully transformative for me, as I know it is for so many others, and I think I’m still interrogating that. The realization that another being is entirely dependent on you for their survival provokes such a radical decentering of the self. This is actually what made me a fiction writer. I had not been publishing fiction prior to becoming a parent. Which, if I think about it, is a kind of backwards way to do things, because I now have essentially zero time to do the work. However, this is just how it has gone for me.

SM: What caused you to pick wilderness survival as Candy’s method for dealing with loss?

GA: I’ve always been intrigued by wilderness survival and, particularly as a child, was interested in survival narratives of various types, whether that be in the wilderness or in an urban setting. I remember this children’s book that I loved—I can’t recall the title but it was about a boy who lived under the subway and had to survive on his wits. That said, I don’t think I personally could survive in the wilderness without someone like Candy to guide me.

I also think there’s an insecurity that comes with losing a parent or having a significant disruption as a child. Although I don’t know if I went into the story thinking this outright, it makes sense to me that with such loss or disruption, the question of material survival and independence, even preadolescent independence, becomes primary. If childhood is this uneasy balancing act, this continual negotiation between dependence and independence, I was really interested to see that happen at age ten for Candy. At ten, Candy is prior to puberty and still in that child mode but, at the same time, old enough to be capable. It’s a really interesting age.

SM: Candy’s obsession with wilderness survival is inspired by a YouTube channel starring Joe Wilderness. What is your relationship with the wilderness? Is it mediated by television or video, as it is for Candy?

GA: I do like to get out in nature, go for a hike—there’s a lot of beautiful hiking in Pennsylvania— but then I like to come home again and go to sleep in my bed. I wouldn’t say my experience of nature is especially mediated by television, but I did have a morbid fascination with some of the wilderness survival reality television out there, including one with Bear Grylls, the British wilderness survival personality. Although Joe Wilderness is definitely his own man, I do see various wilderness personalities in his make-up.

SM: Are you working on any future projects we can look forward to?

GA: Yes, I’m working on a novel. I’m not ready to talk about it yet, but I’m really excited about it. I also have a couple of pieces of short fiction in the works, one forthcoming from Story and another from Ecotone, and I’m excited about these as well.

***

 


[image: ]Genevieve Abravanel’s short fiction is available or forthcoming in American Short Fiction, The Missouri Review, Story, Ecotone, and elsewhere. She has published a scholarly book with Oxford University Press (Chinese translation with The Commercial Press of Beijing) and received support from the National Endowment for the Humanities and the American Association of University Women. She teaches English in Lancaster, PA, where she lives with her family, and is currently working on a novel.

***
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									“Pete Pete’s Putt Putt Palace” by Adam Straus

					BLAST, TMR’s online-only prose anthology, features prose too vibrant to be confined between the covers of a print journal. In “Pete Pete’s Putt Putt Palace,” Adam Straus tells the story of a young soon-to-be Marine who spends the summer before boot camp working at a minigolf course. He’s ready for his new life to begin but also dragging his feet at the threshold of manhood—which means the same thing, in this story set in 2017, during a period of heated war in Syria and Iraq, as dragging his feet at the threshold of violence and possible death. Soon enough he’ll be changed forever, and despite his youth he knows it, but for at least this strange yet perfect summer, he’s got his whole life ahead of him, the world like a golf ball in his open palm.

Pete Pete’s Putt Putt Palace

Adam Straus

  

	Phil almost flunks his phone interview for the job at Pete Pete’s Putt Putt Palace. The flyer his mom shows him says: help wanted! does your name start with the letter p? do you want to work hard, have fun, and get paid in cash this summer? did you answer yes to the previous two questions? then call (609) 560-2412 today and come work work at pete pete’s!!!

	But when Phil calls (609) 560-2412, the voice on the other end says he isn’t qualified, because while Phil technically starts with the letter P, it doesn’t start with a P sound, which is what the ad means, even if it doesn’t specifically say so. 

	Phil’s mom stands over him, drumming her burn-scarred fingers on the Formica kitchen countertop, mouthing Marine Corps! Mention the Marine Corps! Through the prefab wall, Phil can hear his little brother playing Call of Duty in the bedroom they share, audible above the sound of the TV blaring news from the living room. 

	“I understand, sir, but I’m really hoping you can make an exception to your policy. I’m leaving for boot camp in September, and…”

	The voice brightens. The voice’s uncle was in the Coast Guard. The voice has a tremendous amount of respect for our men and women in uniform, and the voice was going to serve if not for an unfortunate series of events involving excessive eczema, a bum knee, and a job offer that seemed irresistible at the time, though it turned out to be a crock of shit. However, it’s all worked out for the best, because now the voice is Pete Tommaso, owner of Pete Pete’s Putt Putt Palace, and he would love for Phil to be part of the Pete Pete’s Putt Putt Family. 

*

	Pete Pete’s Putt Putt Palace’s First Annual New Employee Orientation is on Monday, May 22, 2017. A week before Memorial Day. Phil plugs the address into Google Maps, sees that Pete Pete’s Putt Putt Palace is right where Tee Bone Mini Golf used to be, and closes Google Maps. The morning is cool and humid, a prelude to the hot and humid summer waiting offstage for its cue. 

	Phil crosses the Bay Bridge thirty minutes later and inches down Surf Haven’s main street. There are stoplights at every corner, leaving him plenty of time to admire the ramshackle barrier island beach town where he’s spent all eighteen of his summers. It’s a carbon copy of any other shore town, including the insistence on individuality: This is our overrated ice cream place, our actually good ice cream place, our three pizzerias on the same block, our upscale seafood place. These are our clapboard buildings, our raised white colonials, our boxy new rentals everyone complains about.

	And this is our minigolf place. Parking his hand-me-down Camry across the street from Pete Pete’s Putt Putt Palace, the first change Phil notices is the massive circus big top erected over the entire course. The holes look more or less the way he remembers Tee Bone, but Phil hasn’t played minigolf since he was twelve, so they might have been updated in the interim. The office is still a tarpaper-roofed kiosk, against which a middle-aged man leans. 

	“You must be Phil,” the middle-aged man says. “I’m Pete.”

	 He extends his hand and nearly crushes Phil’s knuckles in a vice grip. Pete has a stringy mustache, a thick head of gray hair, and skinny arms that belie his budding beer belly. 

	“Before we begin conducting business, I’d like you to join me in prayer.” Pete bows his head and starts praying. Phil looks down at the astroturf between his feet. 

	“Lord, I just ask you to take some consideration for this venture on which we are about to embark. Please watch over your faithful servants Pete and Phil as we operate this minigolf facility. Please guide our friends and neighbors and tourists to this spot so they can have fun and my business can prosper. Please bless us with inclement weather that is favorable for the beautiful tent with which you’ve already blessed us and unfavorable for Mulligan’s Nine Hole, which does not have a tent. In Jesus’ name we pray. Amen.”

	Phil already misses his old summer job with Mike’s landscaping crew. The novel Spanish curse words and the endless prank wars (fake snakes hidden in Mauricio’s backpack, tipping a porta-shitter with Big Jeff inside, sending Hector in search of blinker fluid for the truck on his first day). The simple swagger that came from being part of a group of dudes like that. The well-earned exhaustion at the end of every day. 

	Phil’s mom broke up with Mike over the winter. Handed Phil a mug of hot chocolate and explained they’d grown apart over the previous three years and blah and blah and blah. All Phil could say was What does the hot chocolate have to do with this? but he didn’t argue when she handed Phil the flyer that brought him here. 

	“Where’s everyone else?” Phil asks after the prayer.

	Pete laughs. While the tent flaps overhead in the salt-air breeze, he explains patiently that a business’s profits are calculated by taking what it makes and subtracting what it spends. To maximize profit (which is the goal of a business), you want to increase what you make and reduce what you spend. The main thing a minigolf course spends money on is employees.

	“I’m gonna work the desk myself, so I don’t have to pay out an extra salary.” 

	“What about me?”

	“You’re gonna be The Ringer.” 

	This is one of Pete’s big business ideas. His first stroke of genius was to put a tent over the course so people can play while it rains. His second was to call the place Pete Pete’s Putt Putt Palace, because the repetition makes people twice as likely to remember the name. The third is having a Ringer. 

	The Ringer’s job is to stand underneath a hand-painted sign that says the ringer. Guests can challenge him to a round of minigolf. If anyone in the party beats The Ringer, their rounds are free. If they lose, the challenger pays an additional $20. 

	“Of that $20, you can pocket $5 as a tip, in addition to your hourly $5 wage. So if you can win a round an hour, you’ll clear $10, all cash.” 

	“I haven’t really played that much minigolf before. What if people keep beating me?”

	“Then you gotta get better, son! You think this minigolf course just handed itself to me?” Pete spreads his arms wide to encompass all eighteen holes, the artificial stream running through the course, and the big plywood windmill on the final hole. “I prayed for this every day. I took out a loan from my own aged father so I could fix this place up. Now you just gotta channel the same energy. You’re gonna be in the Army, right?”

	“The Marine Corps.”

	“Exactly! You gotta work hard. Train hard!” 

	Phil plays through the course twice as practice, then heads home for the day. Driving back over the bridge, he sees Surf Haven as a tiny spit of sand separating the bay from the ocean. With his back to the vast Atlantic, Phil feels hungry for adventure. He wants this summer to be an orgy of everything before he enters the crucible of manhood. He wants his life to be circumscribed only by what is possible. He has no self-restraint, nor does he want any. He’s willing to try any drug, although he doesn’t know how to get his hands on any. He’s had sex with every woman who’s ever expressed interest in him, which to date is exactly zero. He’s not shy; he’s just never figured out how to make friends without spending time with them first. He wants to do something, anything crazy before he gives himself to the Marine Corps. He can’t escape the feeling that his chance to do so is dwindling one day at a time. 

*

	First hole: Straight shot; line it up with the trunk of the fake palm tree behind the gravel. Second hole: Ricochet off the discolored paving stone. Third hole: Put it in the furthest tube, it rolls from there into the hole. Fourth hole: Trick shot, whack the ball across the gravel and into the water; the stream will drop the ball off right next to the hole. Fifth hole: Hit it hard up the slope; ride the curve. Sixth hole: Tap it to the left, then shoot around the sand trap. Seventh hole: Focus to get the ball across the narrow bridge. 

	Eighth hole: Trick shot again, there’s a tube behind the waterfall that drops into the hole. The tube’s made of PVC piping; it would snow little plastic slivers if cut to shape with Mike’s hand saw, the one with a Misfits bumper sticker on the handle. 

	Ninth hole: The leftmost plank gives the best angle. Tenth hole: Bank shot off the dolphin’s tail. Eleventh hole: Straight through the hole at the base of the lighthouse. Twelfth hole: Trick shot, hit it hard and flat to skip across the water; guests love that one. Thirteenth hole: Hit it into the log, guaranteed hole in one. Fourteenth hole: Looks like a straight shot, but the hole is raised; tap it close, then tap it in. Fifteenth hole: Weird twists and turns, minimum three shots, don’t get greedy. Sixteenth hole: First shot goes under the second wagon, second shot angles back through the fourth wagon and onto the lower green.

	Seventeenth hole: Don’t even try hitting it under the pirate ship, just tap it around. Stare down at the ship and remember the blocky DK Eyewitness Book about pirates. Skip the pages about treasure, linger on the pages about weapons, fall asleep staring at the page that shows the crew in their hammocks belowdecks, swaying gently together. 

	Eighteenth hole: Backswing right when one blade of the windmill passes the opening. Timing should be perfect. 

* 

	It’s always the men, Phil realizes after a month. It’s objectively stupid to look at someone standing under a sign that announces i’m good at minigolf and still decide to challenge them. But every day, there are three or four men who decide this particular carnival game might not be rigged. Or maybe they know it is and that means they have nothing to lose by losing. Except $20. Sometimes it’s a dad trying to embarrass his family, sometimes a boyfriend hamming it up for his girlfriend. Sometimes the imperceptible currents of a male friend group drift towards the conclusion, Yes, let’s see how good this kid is. But it’s always the men. 

	Even when it’s not the men, it’s the men. Like the family whose daughter plays golf at UVA. When her dad announces this, she laughs a bit too hard. They smell like they’ve been drinking together, the tan dad and the tan mom and the tan son and the tan son’s tan girlfriend and the tan daughter. The tan daughter looks and acts the way Phil imagines a college athlete. All confidence and calves. She asks Phil what the trick is on each hole, he’s too dumbstruck not to tell her, his ball caroms off the lighthouse on the eleventh hole, she nails every shot, he mistimes the windmill for good measure. 

	Pete’s ticked off because that’s five refunds.

	“What, you wake up in the morning and piss out $75 at a time?” 

	But Pete doesn’t stay mad; they’re still up big on the summer. The weather’s been dogshit, and it turns out the tent was a great investment. There’s a steady stream of putt putters puttering through the palace. Phil’s getting challenged a few times a day and winning just about every time.

	The hours are long (12-10 every day) and the pay sucks, but the hours are long enough to make up for the shitty pay. Phil’s got some cash in his pocket, and he should be doing something wild. He should be getting drunk somewhere and getting laid by someone, but instead he’s getting nervous. Because he’s watching videos about boot camp on his phone, and it looks miserable. All screaming and no sleep. Physical punishment and psychological torture meant to destroy the person Phil’s been since he was born. His recruiter says to stay on top of the PT and not sweat it too much. It’s like a kick in the nuts; you’re not supposed to be ready for it. 

	Phil’s also watching the news, and he sees Americans and Iraqis and Syrians fighting to recapture Mosul and Raqqa. He sees the faces of two soldiers who die on the roads outside of Kabul. 

	And it’s fucked up because Phil knows the dead are what make the whole thing special. He knows that’s what lends this whole thing its romantic air, why he thought he needed to blow it out this summer, why he’s now angling every fiber of his being towards being as ready as he can. But he might be in way over his head. He might be having the moment he’s seen on others’ faces, when Phil nails three holes in one to start the course and they understand they just threw away $20. 

	So Phil sets an alarm on his phone to ring every hour, reminding him to drop down for a set of push-ups. Between this, three max sets of pull-ups a day on the bar that’s slowly peeling his room’s door jamb from the wall, and five three-mile runs a week, Phil gets in the best shape of his life. His skinny frame trends towards wiry. He buzzes his long hair short, easing toward the bald head he knows awaits him at boot camp. And while the haircut doesn’t look particularly good, it turns out the forehead acne he grew out his hair to cover was actually coming from his oily hair itself. After a self-conscious two weeks, Phil’s skin clears for the first time since sixth grade. 

	Phil snags a few mornings on the beach with his mom and brother, stays up late a few nights playing Overwatch and NBA 2K online with Elliott and Zach. That’s it for fun. The Clam Jammer is right across the street from Pete Pete’s, and even though he can hear people drinking there and stomping around to whatever cover band is playing on the back patio, Phil never even tries to sneak in. He’s working sixty hours a week; he’s fucking tired. 

	Of course, Phil still feels a pang every time a group remotely close to his age rolls through Pete Pete’s. They’ve got stolen booze, they’ve got somewhere to be tonight, they’ve got something Phil’s given up. He thinks of an old Smashing Pumpkins song Mike used to play in the truck, screaming along out of key, smacking his palm on the steering wheel: Someone will say what is lost can never be saved. 

	So Phil finds solace in routine. His alarm goes off every hour. The eighteen holes are always in the same order. The trick shots always elicit the same surprise from the guests. The ball return bucket fills; he swaps it for the empty bucket at the start of the course. That bucket fills up; he swaps them again. Phil does 100, then 200, then 300 push-ups a day. He runs a 21-minute three-mile, then a 20:30, then a 19:55. He ekes out a set of 20 pull-ups, but his brother says they don’t count because his legs were swinging.

	His mom stops by one day after her shift waiting tables at Michael’s Diner, near a wealthy college town up north. She drops $20 of her tip money to challenge Phil. After Phil nails the trick shot on the twelfth hole, he sees his mom is crying. Like any good teenage son, he asks Mom, what the fuck? Are you ok? She is, she’s sniffling, she’s trying to get the words out.

	“You’re so good at this,” she says, tears tracing the high cheekbones they share. “I can’t believe it. You’ve been working so hard here, Philly.”

	Phil’s embarrassed, but she’s right: He’s good at minigolf. Like, insanely good. After the UVA girl, no one beats him for two weeks. A month. The rest of the summer. 

*

	Pete’s been praying, and his prayers are answered for Labor Day Weekend. It starts pouring rain as the first early birds drive over the bridge on Friday afternoon, and by Sunday evening, there haven’t been more than ten cumulative minutes of sunshine over the past forty-eight hours. Pete Pete’s is packed; everyone’s desperate to escape the house, sick of the three movies showing at Flix Theater, hungry for something that says vacation.

	Phil’s already ringered three groups by 2 PM. The ball return bucket fills up almost as quickly as he can change it out. Rain pounds down on the tent. It’s so overcast Phil can hardly tell when day gives way to twilight. He can best discern the passage of time from the guests’ progressively increasing drunkenness. Suddenly the fluorescent lights lining each hole click on, bathing the course in reds, whites, and blues. It’s the last night of summer.

	Shortly after nine, a couple walks up to Phil. 

	“So we beat you and it’s free?” the guy asks. He’s got a well-groomed beard, a slightly too-tight t-shirt, and sunglasses on the back of his head even though it’s been a minute since anyone in Surf Haven needed sunglasses. He either looks young for 35 or old for 25.

	 “It’s twenty bucks to take the challenge, and if either of you beat me, you get your $20 back and both your rounds refunded.” 

	The girl says they should do it. Phil’s doing the awkward eighteen-year-old thing where he tries not to look at her, but his brain has already made the binary determination attractive female present, and now he’s hyper-aware that he’s either looking at her (too much?) or not looking at her (also weird). Then the wind blows, pressing the fabric of her sundress against her skin, and Phil realizes she’s close to his age and he’s staring.

	They play the first two holes in convivial silence. Phil picks up snatches of conversation and learns the couple might’ve drank too much this afternoon, they could both go for a cigarette but have agreed to stop chain-smoking every time they touch a beer, someone named Becca is having a party tonight, and while they’re excited to head back to college for their senior year, they’re sad to see the end of the long, debauched, and boozy summer they’ve enjoyed together. 

	Neither of them seems to be any good at minigolf, nor do they seem to give a shit. Either they gave up when Phil led off with back-to-back holes in one, or they never really cared to begin with. Phil tracks all three scores. The guy carries the couple’s pencil stubs behind his ears. Their scorecards sit unused in his back pocket. 

	“By the way, what’s your name, dude?” the guy asks as he gets ready to start the third hole. A car whooshes by on the rain-slick street. Underneath the big top, it smells like plastic and fresh mud. 

	“I’m Phil.”

	“Cool. I’m Greg.”

	“And I’m Caroline.”  

	“You in school?” Greg asks. 

	“I just graduated high school. I’m leaving for boot camp in a few weeks.”

	“Marine Corps?”

	“Yeah.”

	“No shit. I just got out a few years ago. You’re gonna need some of this.” Greg reaches into his pocket and hands Phil a hip flask. Phil’s only thought is a voice saying yes, yes, yes. 

	“Oh my god, Greg, you’re corrupting him. He’s at work.” Caroline laughs and shakes her head, making it clear she thinks this is great. 

	Phil ducks behind a boulder to be sure he’s out of sight from the kiosk. The cheap whiskey makes his eyes water. He coughs and burps. The burp tastes so bad he coughs again. Greg and Caroline double over laughing. Hysterical drunk laughing. Phil forces a smile, caps the flask, and hands it back to Greg. 

	“That’s Wild Turkey,” Greg says. “You’ll get used to it.”

	Greg’s right. The second pull hurts as bad as the first. The third goes down a bit smoother. The ninth time Greg hands him the flask, Phil squats behind the teal dolphin on the tenth hole and the whiskey tastes fine. A little bit sweet and a little bit spicy, like when his mom used to make oatmeal with cinnamon, nutmeg, and lots and lots of cloves. And just like those winter mornings, there’s a warmth rising in Phil’s chest, fending off the cool nighttime breeze blowing from the ocean. 

	Phil isn’t quite sure how to ask Greg about the Marine Corps, but it’s fine because Greg starts reminiscing. He fixed helicopter engines in Camp Lejeune, he met his best friends at his first unit, one of his buddies dumped a cup of piss off the barracks catwalk (on purpose) and onto a Lieutenant’s head (by accident) and then pretended he pissed himself while having a seizure so he wouldn’t get in trouble. Greg spent nine months in Iraq.

	“I was just at TQ, never left the wire or anything. But it was still cool being there.”

	Phil nods along and makes a mental note to look up TQ Iraq later. 

	After every hole, Greg taps Caroline’s ass with his putter and says good game. It becomes a joke; she scrambles away from him, he chases after her and says I’m just trying to congratulate you. She turns and swings at his ass and hits him in the kidney by mistake. He dramatically arches his back and yelps. She says I’m just trying to congratulate you through tears of laughter. 

	Phil’s drunk, and he’s only been drunk twice before (both times stolen vodka, both times Elliott’s basement). This is his first time learning he’s a sappy drunk. Phil hopes someday he has a girlfriend with a cute splash of freckles on her nose and a laugh like an NJ Transit train sliding into the station. He hopes they play minigolf together and smack each other on the ass and say good game.

	Then, when Phil nails the trick shot across the water on hole 12, and Greg and Caroline go nuts with delirious cheers, Phil thinks about the faces he saw on the news. The dead guys. And he thinks about summer being over. Playing minigolf isn’t sad, unless you start worrying it might be your last time ever playing minigolf. Then it gets really sad. 

	Phil hangs his head as they walk over the wooden bridge to hole 13. He doesn’t want to go this way. He wants to go back to hole 11, then hole 10, then back to the beginning of the summer and just live this on repeat. Again and again until he’s doing 500 push-ups a day and running an 18-minute three-mile. Again and again and again until he’s fucking bulletproof. Because he’s not ready yet. 

	Greg takes a nip and offers the flask to Phil. Phil demurs. 	

	“I don’t wanna wipe you out.”

	Greg holds up one finger, reaches into his back pocket, and pulls out another flask. It’s the funniest thing Phil’s ever seen. Could be in spite of how low he’s feeling, could be because of it. Could be that the whole point of being drunk is to melt those extremes together into one overwhelming happysad emotional lump. But it’s the funniest thing Phil’s ever seen. He’s laughing, his stomach hurts, his abs are cramping. Caroline’s cackling, Greg’s saying, I keep that fuckin thang on me, you know I keep that mothafuckin thang on me.

	They have six holes to go and it’s almost 10:30. They’re the last people on the course, and they’re not even on the course. They’re stopped on the arched bridge between holes, leaning on the railing to catch their breath. Passing the flask around again, and one more time. The pirate ship looms behind them, standing sentry, watching their backs. Phil can hear bass thumping somewhere in the distance. As he cranes his neck to see where the noise is coming from, he looks towards the kiosk and finds Pete illuminated in the window, glaring at them. 

	“Ah fuck, I think my boss is pissed.”

	“The summer’s over, man. What’s he gonna do, make you join the Marine Corps? Send me back to Iraq?”

	Phil thinks it’s beyond cool, how Greg can just joke about Iraq like that. It’s the coolest fucking thing he’s ever seen, the casual mention of Iraq. Actually, everything about Greg is the coolest fucking thing Phil’s ever seen. He’s going to college for free on the GI Bill and he’s dating Caroline. Maybe Greg’s face is the face Phil needs to picture, instead of the guys on the news. Maybe this carnival game isn’t rigged, either. 

	“If he doesn’t want us to play minigolf,” Caroline slurs, “then we should go to the driving range.”	

	Greg smiles. “For sure.”

	Phil pretends he understands what’s going on. 

	Caroline steps back onto the twelfth hole green, throws her ball in the air, and swings at it like a baseball player hitting fungoes. She misses, spinning halfway around with the force of her swing. On her second try, she launches her royal purple golf ball into the night sky. It bounces loudly on the street and disappears into the Clam Jammer’s bushes. 

	“hey!” Pete screams from the kiosk. “hey!”

	“Oh shit,” Greg says. “Hide the evidence!” He throws his putter javelin-style onto the thirteenth hole. It comes to rest against the log through which Phil has sent hundreds of golf balls. “Let’s run.”

	Greg scrambles off the bridge and grabs Caroline’s hand. They half-hurdle, half-fall over the retaining wall that separates Pete Pete’s Putt Putt Palace from the surrounding sidewalk. 

	“hey!” Pete yells again, storming across the course now. “there’s a three-dollar lost ball fee! hey! phil, get them back here!” 

	“Let’s go, dude!” Greg shouts to Phil. 

	“i’m calling the police! phil, i’m calling your mom!”

	Pete’s first threat rings hollow; the dozen or so police officers lucky enough to call Surf Haven their beat are unlikely to assist in collecting a three-dollar lost ball fee. It’s the second one that gives Phil pause. I’m calling your mom is a kid’s threat. Boot camp starts in twelve days, but it hasn’t started yet. Phil can wave goodbye to Greg and Caroline, crawl back home like he’s snoozing an alarm to stay under the covers for just ten more minutes, still a kid, kicking against a cage, warmed by the righteous anger Phil’s clung to since his mom handed him that mug of hot chocolate.

	When Phil asked why, she said the flame between them just went out. He asked why again, and that was when she said they’d grown apart. Because Phil actually remembers this happening, it hurts worse than when Phil’s real dad died, T-boned by a drunk driver on his way home from the fire house. Phil was three years old. All he remembers is a bristly mustache on his cheek. But even that might be a fake memory born instead from the picture on Phil’s wall of his dad holding him on the beach at Surf Haven, their faces smushed together. 

	A real memory: Phil’s eighth birthday. Mike, wearing one of the two dress shirts he owns, hands Phil a giftwrapped aircraft carrier, easily four feet long, complete with mini planes, sailors, and Phil’s favorite, a Marine figurine in green camo with a tiny black rifle. His mom would never let Phil play with toy guns or “war stuff.” She made an exception for the aircraft carrier. There’s a home video of Phil sitting in the grass, completely silent for a full minute, staring at his aircraft carrier. It was the best gift he ever got.

	Now, of the three parents Phil’s had, his dad’s gone, Mike’s gone, and Phil’s leaving his mom. Joining the Marine Corps. Has joined the Marine Corps. No backing out, the contract’s signed. The choice is made; now’s about living with it. Living up to it. Living it up. 

	Phil drops his putter and leaps over the retaining wall. With Greg and Caroline, he runs, laughing and listening to their feet slap against the sidewalk. Phil knows there’s something bad on the horizon, as sure as he’ll be hungover tomorrow. Phil will have to figure out a way home at some point, he’ll have to face Pete in less than twelve hours or walk away from his last two weeks of pay. 

	But right now? Right now, Phil’s fucking hammered. Right now, Caroline’s saying she’s sure Becca won’t mind if Phil comes over with them, and she’s also saying Phil shouldn’t get his hopes up because it’s just gonna be ten or twenty people playing beer pong. But Phil’s hopes are up. They’re up like a ball tossed in the air, nearing the weightless moment at the top of its arc. Gravity will win soon, but right now, the only way is up, and Phil’s wondering how high he might go. 

***
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Snarge

So this is how a starling looks

emerging from the left turbine

of a dredged-up Electra.

The personal effects, still dripping,

have been catalogued and sent away.

The wreck-site ornithologist

recalls that starlings recognize

songs by chains of sound

not unlike syllables. 

Human speech is infinite.

The birds are considered invasive

in many places. Always, 

the scientist tells her apprentices,

trust that you will know a feather

when you see it. Her analysis

is only as good as her specimens.

⋄

From time to time a passing jet

startles a bird of prey

into unlocking its talons,

and its catch is sucked into the engine.

Like this, Nostradamus told his secretary

he was dying. The legions of ill

at Aix and Lyon had taken their toll.

The Centuries flew out of him.

⋄

As a bird snaps open

       its wings, it doubles

in space. Pay attention.

       There, on the scan the dark

is air or the hollow large intestine.

       The white is a mass

of highly saturated crystals,

       also called a cloud.

A tangle like downed phone lines

       signals a teratoma. We classify it

with the language of children:

       mature or immature. 

Don’t say malignant. Instead

       what comes to mind is 

Sturnus vulgaris. A cell of starlings

       lifting off in the shadow of a jet.

⋄

It doesn’t take a prophet—

the ornithologist must confirm

her suspicions with a microscope 

and a European starling

from the Smithsonian collection.

Who knows when its feet withered.

Tucked so, they conjure in her

long days bent over

maps of the aortic branches. 

The ornithologist recommends

long-range acoustic devices

to douse the tarmac

in starling distress calls.

The speakers pump fear,

steady and wide, over the runways.

Among birds,

there is no mistaking it.

 

Author’s Note

“Snarge” refers to avian debris near a plane or airport—the same word for a feather on the tarmac or a whole bird. It’s hazardous in the turbines but also in us. I wrote this poem while in limbo between a routine MRI scan that turned back startling news and the follow-up testing that would give me direction. As I waited, the poem searched—for form, fact, and closure. Nothing was straightforward then, not even a clear-cut metaphor of the body, my body, as debris. I haven’t touched the poem since the surgery. Snarge is dangerous because it reminds us of our imitation. We burn thousands of gallons of fuel to stay aloft. We do what it takes.  
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					“Wash” by Kieron Walquist is our Poem of the Week.

Kieron Walquist (he/they) is a queer poet and visual artist from mid-Missouri. Author of the chapbook Love Locks (Quarterly West, 2023), their other work is found / forthcoming in Best New Poets 2022, Hayden’s Ferry Review, IHLR, Oxford American, and elsewhere. A 2022-23 Fellow at the Fine Arts Work Center in Provincetown, he holds an MFA from Washington University in St. Louis and was awarded the Missouri Review 2022 Poem of the Year.

 

Wash

                                You blueprint a body | cookie-cut an acre | pour concrete |

       raise lumber | but forget about winter | our labor in limbo | the wind a bullet |

the half-built a whole lot of holes | target paper|

                                       yeah | I was Sunday-slow | mixed Phillips + hex

                     screwdrivers | was no help | was obscene + obnoxious | my Walkman

       loud | like a pinball machine | I’d stim + shadowbox | across plywood + drywall

scraps | kick up sawdust | power cords |

                                       + yeah | you were right | I was lost | in my own world |

                     may never learn | you’d knock a door off | its hinges | saddle it

       to two sawhorses | palm the DeWalt sander | mustard-yellow |

                                                                                     but y’know what | my world

                     included you | of course it did | you were there | father | with me |

       hey look | here’s you plugging in the sander | it pulls power | flickers the light

                 | the whirr

when you sand | cyclone | kick up sawdust |

                                     hey listen | once you’re done we can hear Van Halen |

                on KCMQ | CLASSIC ROCK | our radio paint-splattered | + precarious |

       on an overturned bucket | here we varnish | dip the sleeve of an old t-shirt

                 into the stain |

walnut | dark as Folger’s coffee |

                                      Jesus Christ | the fumes | the force | burrowing a hole

                     in the head | hey listen | we’re laughing | washing the woodgrain |

       its calligraphy | we count the lines | the years out loud | leave it to gloss | leave

                 to wash

at the well | our breath in the cold | sanding | cyclones |

                                                   I’m here | right here | learning | you teach me|

                            to get varnish off your hands | you must wash them|

                                                                                                                       in gasoline

 

Author’s Note

I was at a residency in Provincetown and missing my father. In the morning, I’d wake to the sound of saws and sanders—a neighbor was rebuilding after a storm—and with it, I was back in Missouri, on a small farm, watching my father work on our home. I wrote “Wash” little by little, as I remembered it: the cold, the dust, the radio, the varnish. We loved each other quietly, and still do.     
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